
eShop
Plant management software made easy.
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Easy Integration
Integrates with all Alpine® and 
select third-party equipment 
to optimize the data collection 
process.

Live Updates
See every item moving through 
the plant and analyze historical 
data to understand trends and 
drive efficiency.

Ease of a Single System
Manage roof truss, floor truss,  
and wall panel production  
activity on one platform – no  
need to install and train on 
multiple systems. 

Results Driven

Alpine’s plant management software, eShop, includes new web-based shop station  
that eliminates the need to install multiple applications at each manual location.  
It significantly reduces the time needed to add new stations or install software 
updates. When a new station is added and customized in the eShop Resource 
Manager, it is automatically available at the designated plant location. eShop 
installations and updates are completed for all manual stations by updating one 
single address. This applies to truss and wall operations, regardless of their physical 
location in the plant. 

These new shop stations pull dimensions and annotations directly from the 
IntelliVIEW® Software, ensuring the production team automatically sees critical 
notes and dimensions from designers for more efficient and accurate production. 
Easy-to-use custom dimensions provide shop employees access to the information 
they need to keep working. Utilizing the latest technologies, eShop WebClient 
delivers a robust, sustainable solution for the rapid deployment of new features, 
accessible by a wide variate of devices in the shop.

Monitor crew efficiency, eliminate bottlenecks,  
and seize opportunities. 



Calculate actual labor, equpiment usage, 
and material cost associated with every 
component produced in the plant to  
provide more accurate costing.

Get closer to becoming a paperless plant  
by reducing paper usage with digital  
displays of cutting and assembly data for  
shop employees.

Track every piece, plate, and component 
moving through the plant with detailed 
production information logged in real-time.

Seamless integration with automated 
Alpine® equipment and select third-party 
machines automatically report detailed 
production information to the database, 
resulting in accurate production metrics 
with no disruptions.

View Plant At-A Glance overview, showing  
live action at each station and to help 
manage all shop activity. 

Keep your plant running smoothly with 
on-the-fly adjustments available on  
every station.

eShop Panels is fully integrated with the Truss 
Production Management System and iPanel 
Design Software. 
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eShop

Please contact your Alpine® Sales Representative for a demo or more information.

Improve manufacturing efficiency and 
maximize shop employee productivity. FEATURES

Access Reliable Data with Ease and in Real-Time

Visualize plant activity with real-time production data. Get insight through 
customized reports and send data directly to other stations. eShop seamlessly 
integrates into your current process for in-depth tracking on who, what,  
and timing across operations.

Measure and Improve Productivity

Understand labor input to maximize efficiency and improve estimating.  
You can monitor crew efficiency, redirect workflow easily, and solve problems  
in real-time. iCommand® and the IntelliVIEW® Suite quickly share error-free  
data between users. 

Customize Screens for Effective Multitasking

Customizable screens ensure that you view only what you need – when  
you need it. Compare and contrast current workflow performance to  
historical production data to ensure you are maximizing output.

eShop displays live plant information for production stations
in an easy-to-understand format


